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Abstract

Human Resource Shared Services (HRSS) are established to reap the benefits of both centralization and decentralization through bundling intellectual capital and offering HR services that are adapted to the needs of clients and end-users. As a result, HRSS are believed to create value for end-users: employees, managers and HR professionals. However, our understanding of HRSS value creation is limited and therefore, this paper presents a conceptual model that explains value creation of HRSS. The underlying theoretical notion of this model can be found in the theory of intellectual capital, which starts from the central thesis that value is created by leveraging the knowledge and knowing capabilities of organizations. As intellectual capital is conceptualized into three interrelated categories (human, organizational and social capital), it is expected that the interrelations among these categories create value. Therefore, we propose that the human capital of HRSS is related with value creation as organizational and social capital partially mediate this relationship. Yet the degree of influence of human, organizational and social capital on value creation depends on which HR services type is offered. As a result, we assume that the relationship between human capital and value creation, and the mediating effect of organizational and social capital is moderated by the type of HR service that is offered.
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Introduction

The concept of Human Resource Shared Services (HRSS) is implemented by many organizations in order to effectively and efficiently sourcing HR activities and resources. The central notion of HRSS refers to the bundling of HR activities and resources within a single, organizational unit (that we also call HRSS) that delivers HR services which are shared among and adapted to the needs of internal clients at the organizational level (the business unit) and end-users at the individual level (managers, employees and HR professionals) (Cooke 2006; Farndale et al. 2009; Redman et al. 2007; Ulrich 1995). Several of such organizational units can be distinguished, like HR Shared Service Centers that offer transactional HR services or Centers of Expertise that deliver transformational HR services (Farndale, Paauwe, & Hoeksema, 2009; Ulrich, 1995). Although these organizational units offer different HR services, they all fall within the realm of HRSS and to avoid confusion, we will use the comprehensive concept of HR Shared Services. Common examples of HR services which are offered by HRSS include pay rolling, self-service applications for personnel record keeping, or call centre support for end-users concerning self-service.

The primary motive for establishing an HRSS is to create value (i.e. an effective and efficient delivery of HR services) (Farndale et al., 2009; Janssen & Joha, 2006; Strikwerda, 2004). In this paper, we explicitly focus on value creation for end-users as value can only be evaluated by those who receive HR services (Lepak, Smith, & Taylor, 2007), which are employees, managers and HR professionals in the case of HRSS (Cooke, 2006; Ulrich, 1995). According to previous research, to create value, HRSS should consider multiple success factors like correct service scope, good communication with end-users, or senior management commitment (Cooke, 2006; Farndale et al., 2009; Reilly, 2000; Strikwerda, 2004). Although these success factors are expected to facilitate value creation, they do not reveal how HRSS create value (Ulrich 1995; Strikwerda 2006; Farndale et al. 2009. As a result, our conceptual understanding of the mechanisms that underlie value creation for end-users by HRSS is limited (Strikwerda, 2004).

To improve our conceptual understanding of HRSS value creation, we develop a conceptual model by applying the theory of intellectual capital which departs from the central thesis that value is created by leveraging the knowledge and knowing capabilities of organizations (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998; Youndt, Subramanian, & Snell, 2004). We choose to apply this theory as knowledge and knowing capabilities are the prime resources which are bundled within HRSS (Redman, Snape, Wass, & Hamilton, 2007; Ulrich, 1995) and which are expected to have the strongest influence on value creation (Farndale et al., 2009). To clarify what intellectual capital represent, previous research conceptualizes intellectual capital into three categories: human, organizational and social capital (Yang & Lin, 2009; Youndt &
Snell, 2004; Youndt et al., 2004). Yet this conceptualization lead scholars to treat human, organizational and social capital as constructs which are unrelated to one another (Youndt et al., 2004). As a result, previous research mostly studied to which extent these three independent IC categories affect value creation (K. Walsh, Enz, & Canina, 2008; Yang & Lin, 2009; Youndt & Snell, 2004). However, Youndt et al. (2004) argue that this approach leads to a simplified representation of reality because it fails to recognize the interrelatedness of these IC categories as a mechanism for value creation. As a result, our understanding of how intellectual capital creates value is rather limited (Youndt et al., 2004). To improve our understanding, Youndt et al. (2004) argue that we should study interrelations among IC categories and therefore, they focus on intellectual capital profiles which consist of an aggregation of human, organizational and social capital. Yet aggregation of these categories still does not reflect their interrelatedness because it refers to a collection or stock of knowledge and knowing capabilities. Therefore, we choose to focuses on the IC configuration of organizations which emphasizes that the interrelations among human, organizational and social capital make up mechanisms that affect the creation of value.

Given the need to advance our understanding of HRSS value creation, this paper aims to develop a conceptual model that links the intellectual capital configuration of HRSS with value creation for end-users. By doing so, this paper will contribute to the field by giving an insight in the mechanisms that create value of HRSS and also increases our understanding of how intellectual capital affects value creation as we focus on the interrelations among human, organizational and social capital.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, we will give a more specific outline of HRSS and we will define value creation by HRSS. After that, we will discuss the theoretical background of intellectual capital and describe the intellectual capital of HRSS. Third, we will present our conceptual model that links the intellectual capital configuration of HRSS with HRSS value creation. Finally, we discuss and suggest directions for future research.

**Human Resource Shared Services**

In this paper, an HRSS is understood as a (semi)autonomous business unit within an organizational entity that bundles intellectual capital to provide HR services to its end-users, while the features of these HR services are determined by its clients. First, HRSS is a (semi)autonomous business unit within an organization that offers HR services to end-users. This implies that HRSS is a business-within-a-business. Second, HR activities and HR resources are bundled or combined within HRSS (Janssen and Joha 2006; Janssen et al. 2007; Redman et al. 2007; Ulrich 1995). The prime HR resources which are bundled in HRSS and
which enable the execution of HR activities are the knowledge and knowing capabilities of HRSS (Farndale & Paauwe, 2008; Farndale et al., 2009; Ulrich, 1995) which resemble *intellectual capital* (Stewart, 1997). Given that intellectual capital is centrally bundled within HRSS, one could consider HRSS as a centralized staff function. The centralization of staff functions ensures a high degree of corporate-level control but at the expense of client focus and responsiveness. However, clients that are served by HRSS have a degree of ownership over HRSS and partially determine the features of the HR services which they receive (Janssen & Joha, 2006; Strikwerda, 2004). As a result, HRSS are expected to reap the benefits of both centralization and decentralization, while minimizing their drawbacks: centralization offers economies of scale and scope, yet is also harms client/end-user focus, whereas decentralization increases client/end-user focus at the expense of cost increases due to e.g. duplication (Janssen & Joha, 2006; Strikwerda, 2004). Therefore, HRSS are expected to achieve cost reductions and quality improvements simultaneous (Janssen & Joha, 2006; Redman et al., 2007). These potential benefits could be considered as the value of HRSS.

**A definition of HRSS value creation**

To define value creation of HRSS, we argue that value creation refers to both *use value* and *exchange value* (Bowman & Ambrosini, 2000; Lepak et al., 2007). Use value refers to the quality of a service as perceived by end-users in relation to their needs. Exchange value refers to the monetary amount paid by end-users to sellers to capture the use value of a focal service (Lepak et al., 2007). Given this, use value in the case of HRSS is defined as the quality of an HR service as perceived by end-users in relation to their needs. However, in an HRSS arrangement, the clients of HRSS (the business units) pay for the delivery of HR services (Strikwerda, 2004), whereas end-user need to expend effort in order to receive use value from HRSS (Cooke, 2006). Therefore, we define exchange value in the case of HRSS as the amount of effort expended by end-users for the capture of HRSS use value. After all, both definitions suggest that HRSS value creation depends on the perceived value of HR services as offered by HRSS and the willingness of end-users to spend time in order to capture value. This definition implies that HR services play an important role in the perceptions of end-users towards value creation by HRSS, which leads us to discuss the HR services in more detail.

**HR service segmentation in HRSS**

Previous research distinguishes between two types of HR services which are offered by HRSS: transactional and transformational HR services (Farndale et al., 2009; Redman et al., 2007; Ulrich, 1995; Ulrich, Younger, & Brockbank, 2008b). Both types of HR services serve different end-user needs. For instance, transactional HR services are delivered to meet the
administrative needs of HRSS end-users (Lepak, Bartol, & Erhardt, 2005; Ulrich, 1995). Examples of transactional HR services include: benefits administration, record-keeping or compensation administration (Carrig, 1997; Ulrich, 1995). In contrast, transformational HR services are delivered to transform the human resources of an organization or to transform the organization itself (Ulrich, 1995). Examples of these transformational HR services are services like staffing, training or development.

A distinction between service types is called service segmentation (Batt, 2000; Keltner, 1999). As a result of service segmentation, service organizations offer services that have different characteristics. To exemplify service segmentation in HRSS we focus on the following characteristics which are commonly used in service literature: end-user co-production, end-user contact and service customization (Bowen & Ford, 2002; Heskett, 1986; Mills & Moberg, 1982; Skaggs & Youndt, 2004; Tansik, 1990).

**End-user co-production**

End-user co-production refers to the degree of end-user effort in the service production process. For instance, service organizations require clients to increasingly execute tasks (e.g. self-service in restaurants), whereas others reduce the effort of clients (e.g. being served by table attendants). Previous research demonstrated that transactional HRSS primarily deliver HR services by the means of self-service (Farndale et al., 2009) which results in high levels of end-user co-production (Cooke, 2006; Farndale et al., 2009; Ulrich et al., 2008b). Regarding transformational HRSS, we expect that end-users do not have sufficient knowledge to co-produce as they call in the HRSS for knowledge they do not possess (Ulrich, 1995; Ulrich et al., 2008b). Auh et al. (2007) demonstrated that low levels of end-user knowledge result in low levels of end-user co-production (Auh, Bell, McLeod, & Shih, 2007; Lengnick-Hall, 1996). Therefore, end-user co-production is considered relatively low when transformational HR services are offered.

**End-user contact**

End-user contact refers to the degree of interaction between customers and service employees (Skaggs & Youndt, 2004; Tansik, 1990). Levels of end-user are considered to be low when transactional HR services are offered as end-users mostly interact with remote IT systems (Cooke, 2006). When transformational HR services are offered, service employees are expected to partner with end-users during the service production process (Ulrich et al., 2008b), resulting in high levels of end-user contact.
Service customization refers to the degree to which service organizations customize their services to the needs of individual end-users (Skaggs & Youndt, 2004). Transactional HR services are considered to be standardized (Cooke, 2006; Farndale et al., 2009; Ulrich, 1995; Ulrich et al., 2008b) as end-user needs concerning administrative activities are similar. Therefore, we expect that customization is low when transactional HR services are offered. High levels of standardization will harm effective service delivery when transformational HR services are offered given that end-user needs vary in this case (Ulrich et al., 2008b). Given this, we expect that levels of customization are high in the case of transformational HRSS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>End-user co-production</th>
<th>End-user contact</th>
<th>Service customization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transactional HRSS</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformational HRSS</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Characteristics of HRSS

Theoretical Background: Bundling Resources through Employing Intellectual Capital in HRSS

We define intellectual capital as the aggregate of knowledge and knowing capabilities that an organization is able to leverage with the aim of creating value. Knowledge refers to both explicit and tacit knowledge. Explicit knowledge is knowledge that can be expressed explicitly and reflected upon (Cook & Brown, 1999; Gourlay, 2006), whereas tacit knowledge refers to all ‘unarticulated elements of human knowledge’ (Miller 2008 p. 937). Although we make a distinction between explicit and tacit knowledge, knowledge is not considered to be objective (Cook & Brown, 1999; Gourlay, 2006; Kakabadse, Kakabadse, & Kouzmin, 2003; Miller, 2008; Polanyi, 1966; Tsoukas, 2003; Walshman, 2005) given the assumption that ‘all knowledge is either tacit or rooted in tacit knowledge’ (Polanyi, 1966: 7). According to Polanyi (1966), every individual holds his or her own personal assumptions, beliefs and frames of reference which cannot be expressed explicitly. Therefore, people always interpret knowledge tacitly (Miller, 2008). Knowledge is also considered to be static and something people possess, because it is not necessarily always in use (Cook & Brown, 1999): when a person is sleeping s/he still has knowledge of e.g. mathematics. This implies that knowledge falls within the epistemology of possession (Cook & Brown, 1999). Yet the theory of Polanyi (1966) stresses that knowledge is also action-oriented and is used in action, which calls for the notion of knowing (Cook & Brown, 1999; Kuhn & Jackson, 2008).
Knowing is supposed to be part of action when we interact with the world (Cook and Brown 1999; Kuhn and Jackson 2008; Orlikowski 2002). If we talk about someone who is ‘knowing’ (e.g. in maths) we focus on what that person is actually doing, which is employing knowledge to conduct specific tasks (e.g. solving a mathematic problem). Thus, knowing falls within the epistemology of action which implies that knowing is not a precondition for action (Cook & Brown, 1999). Yet, knowing does imply that knowledge is an precondition for action and knowing because knowledge enables action (Cook & Brown, 1999; Kuhn & Jackson, 2008).

A strategic context is needed in order to classify whether knowledge and knowing capabilities are valuable (Stewart, 1997): knowledge and knowing capabilities are of no value if no one knows what to do with them. Therefore, as Stewart (1997) argues, one needs to take into account a strategic orientation in order to determine the value of knowledge and knowing. Youndt et al. (2004) claim that organizations should utilize their knowledge and knowing capabilities in order to create value: that is, leveraging it in the process of value creation.

**IC configuration: interrelations among human, organizational and social capital**

Knowledge and knowing capabilities that are leveraged to create value reside at the individual, organizational and network level, which makes intellectual capital a multidimensional construct (Bontis 1998; Edvinsson 1997; Nahapiet and Ghoshal 1998; Petty and Guthrie 2000; Youndt et al. 2004). Organizations not only leverage the knowledge of individual employees, but also the knowledge embedded within processes, protocols and databases or knowledge derived from relationships with e.g. end-users (Youndt et al., 2004). For the purpose of this paper, we conceptualize intellectual capital in three categories: human capital, organizational capital and social capital.

Human capital refers to the knowledge and knowing capabilities of individual employees as represented in their knowledge, skills and experiences. These are knowledge and knowing capabilities that are owned by employees (Youndt et al., 2004).

Organizational capital refers to the knowledge and knowing capabilities which are codified, and embedded or stored within databases, protocols and processes. Organizational capital is what stays within organizations when employees leave and therefore, organizations are the ones that actually own it (Bukh, Larsen, & Mouritsen, 2001).

Social capital represents knowledge and knowing capabilities which are mobilized through social relationships (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998; Youndt et al., 2004). As Coleman (1988) argues, social capital should be defined by its function which implies that social relationships facilitate the actions of social actors (Coleman, 1988; Portes, 1998). As a support for
Coleman’s (1988) definition of social capital, previous research demonstrated that social actors use social relationships to mobilize and exchange knowledge resources (Coleman, 1988; Collins & Smith, 2006; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998; Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998). To explain these exchanges, sociologists (Burt, 1997; Coleman, 1988) and management theorists (Adler & Kwon, 2002; Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998; Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998) study relational characteristics (e.g. trust, norms) and structural characteristics (e.g. density, closure, structural holes) of social networks. Although relational and structure characteristics are important for knowledge mobilization, intellectual capital literature views social capital only as the mobilization of knowledge by means of social relationships (e.g. our employees share knowledge) (Reed, Lubatkin, & Srinivasan, 2006; Youndt et al., 2004).

We consider human, organizational and social capital to be interrelated, given that these IC categories are coexisting and dependent on one another (Cabrita & Bontis, 2008; Reed et al., 2006; Youndt et al., 2004). Ruta (2009), for example, demonstrated that organizational capital facilitates the development of human capital as employees learn from knowledge stored within databases. These databases also contain information about the expertise of specific employees, which facilitates the exchange of knowledge by means of social relationships as it enables employees to search for and contact one another to directly exchange knowledge (Ruta, 2009). The exchange of knowledge among social actors also facilitates learning and improves knowledge of individuals (Coleman, 1988), whereas human capital and social capital create organizational capital as employees combine and store their knowledge in processes, protocols and databases (Newell, Tansley, & Huang, 2004; J. P. Walsh & Ungson, 1991). Several survey studies revealed that human, organizational and social capital are significantly related (Bollen, Vergauwen, & Schnieders, 2005; Yang & Lin, 2009).

As such findings reveal the interrelatedness and coexistence of human, organizational and social capital, we adopt a configuration approach that focuses on the interrelations between these capitals as mechanisms to create value. This is what we call the intellectual capital configuration.

**The intellectual capital of HRSS**

In order to reveal the intellectual capital configuration of HRSS and to draw interrelations between the human, organizational and social capital of HRSS, we define and conceptualize the human, organizational and social capital of HRSS.

The human capital within HRSS is defined as the knowledge and knowing capabilities of service employees within HRSS as represented in their knowledge, skills and experiences. To unfold the elements of human capital within HRSS, we apply HR competencies (Boselie & Paauwe, 2005; Brockbank & Ulrich, 2002), service competencies (Russ-Eft, 2004) and call
centre competencies (Hampson, Junor, & Barnes, 2009; Taylor & Bain, 1999) as these competencies also represent knowledge, skills and experiences of employees (Han, Chou, Chao, & Wright, 2006).

We propose that the human capital within HRSS is made up of four elements (see table 1): HR Technology, HR Delivery, Communication, and Strategic Contribution. First, to effectively deliver HR services by means of information technology / web-based channels (Cooke, 2006; Farndale et al., 2009), service employees should possess knowledge and knowing capabilities to use such technology and web-based channels, which represents *HR Technology* (Boselie & Paauwe, 2005; Han et al., 2006; Meisinger, 2005). Second, to provide HR services effectively, HRSS service employees need to possess technical HR capabilities (Huselid, Jackson, & Schuler, 1997). This requires *HR Delivery* which includes knowledge and knowing capabilities of service employees to effectively design and deliver HR services such as training, staffing or personnel record keeping (Han et al., 2006; Kochanski & Ruse, 1996; Paauwe & Boselie, 2005; Ulrich & Brockbank, 2005). Third, to ensure an effective delivery of HR services, service employees are expected to effectively communicate with end-users (Boselie & Paauwe, 2005; Farndale et al., 2009): e.g. listen intently to end-users, probe for clarification and provide transparent information (Hampson et al., 2009; Russ-Eft, 2004; Taylor & Bain, 1999). This requires *Communication* which represents knowledge and knowing capabilities of service employees to effectively write and communicate with end-users (Hampson et al., 2009; Taylor & Bain, 1999). Finally, as HRSS offer expertise on organizational change and strategy development (Farndale et al., 2009; Ulrich, 1995; Ulrich et al., 2008b), service employees should possess the HC element *Strategic Contribution* which includes knowledge and knowing capabilities to provide transformational HR services (Boselie & Paauwe, 2005; Buckley & Monks, 2004; Meisinger, 2005).

We distinguish three organizational capital elements within HRSS: IT and HR processes, protocols and databases (see table 1). First, HRSS offer IT-based employee and management self-service (ESS / MSS) applications (Cooke, 2006; Farndale et al., 2009). These application house HR and IT processes which guide end-users in self-serving. Second, service employees rely on knowledge embedded within protocols and scripted texts to inform end-users (Cooke, 2006; Farndale et al., 2009). Besides that, these protocols and scripted texts (e.g. frequent-asked-questions: FAQ) are also published on HR portals to directly inform end-users. Third, HRSS accumulate a vast amount of data about end-users which is stored in databases. Examples of such data are sick leave, performance or resignations (Cooke, 2006; Farndale et al., 2009). Service employees rely on knowledge stored in databases in order to inform end-users (Hampson et al., 2009).

We distinguish social capital of HRSS in two elements: internal and external social capital (Reed et al., 2006; Yang & Lin, 2009) as knowledge is exchanged among service employees
within HRSS but also between the service employees and end-users (Ulrich, 1995; Youndt et al., 2004). Thus, social capital is internal when knowledge and knowing capabilities are mobilized through social relationships among service employees within HRSS and external when knowledge and knowing capabilities are mobilized through social relationships between the HRSS service employees and end-users.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intellectual Capital</th>
<th>Definition: knowledge and knowing capabilities …</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human Capital</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR technology</td>
<td>… of service employees to use technology and web-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>based channels by which HR services are delivered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR delivery</td>
<td>… of service employees to provide transactional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HR services and HR services that transform the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>human resource base of an organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>… of service employees to effectively write and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>communicate with end-users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic contribution</td>
<td>… of service employees to provide transformational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HR services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT and HR processes</td>
<td>… embedded within a series of actions that result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in the production of an HR service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocols</td>
<td>… stored in manuals or online documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Databases</td>
<td>… stored as a structured set of data held on a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Capital</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>… mobilized through social relationships among</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>service employees within the HRSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External</td>
<td>… mobilized through social relationships between</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the HRSS service employees and end-users</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Intellectual capital of HRSS

Proposing Relationships between HRSS Intellectual Capital Configuration and Value Creation

The human capital of service firms and HR professionals influences performance. Previous research demonstrated that high levels of human capital result in high levels of service quality (Liao, Toya, Lepak, & Hong, 2009) and firm performance (K. Walsh et al., 2008; Yang & Lin, 2009). Also, the human capital of HR professionals is positively related with their effectiveness (Boselie & Paauwe, 2005; Brockbank & Ulrich, 2002; Han et al., 2006) and HR professionals expect that the four human capital elements have a strong influence on the
effectiveness of HRSS (Ulrich, Brockbank, Johnson, Sandholtz, & Younger, 2008a). These findings suggest that the human capital within HRSS is directly related with value creation of HRSS. Yet other findings reveal that human capital and firm performance are not significantly related (Reed et al., 2006; K. Walsh et al., 2008). Additionally, Boselie and Paauwe (2005) demonstrated that strategic contribution and HR technology are not significantly related with the effectiveness of HR professionals. Therefore, previous studies provide conflicting evidence for the human capital – value creation relationship.

Given these conflicting findings, we suggest that the human capital within HRSS is both directly and indirectly related with value creation. As human, organizational and social capital are interrelated, we propose that, at a minimum, the relationship between human capital and value creation is mediated by both organizational and social capital (see: figure 1). In the section below, we will outline this argument.

![Conceptual framework: IC configuration for value creation](image)

Organizational capital is believed to be developed as employees codify and store their knowledge and knowing capabilities in processes, databases or protocols (Hansen, Nohria, & Tierney, 1999; Reed et al., 2006; Ruta, 2009; Youndt et al., 2004). Additionally high levels of human capital result in high levels of organizational capital (Bollen et al., 2005; Yang & Lin, 2009). Therefore, the human capital within HRSS is expected to be related with organizational capital within HRSS. Previous research also revealed that organizational capital positively affects value creation (Reed et al., 2006; Tuli, Kohli, & Bharadwaj, 2007; K. Walsh et al., 2008; Yang & Lin, 2009; Youndt & Snell, 2004). Several studies (Hansen et al., 1999; Tuli et al., 2007) provide evidence that service employees store knowledge embedded in service experiences, summaries of projects and end-user requirements to build
an organizational memory of both effective and ineffective service provisions. In turn, this is believed to facilitate an effective service provision (Tuli et al., 2007). Case study evidence on HRSS suggest that ‘high-quality HR processes are important to the efficient running of the organization’ (Redman et al., 2007: 1499) and ‘for shared services to be effective, processes must be created or improved to ensure that shared services result in customer needs being met’ (Ulrich 1995: 13). Finally, end-users consult HR portals to inquire for knowledge that is stored in online documents and databases (Cooke, 2006). Service employees within HRSS develop these documents and databases and therefore, their human capital creates value for end-users as it is stored in HR portals. These findings suggest that the human capital within HRSS creates value through the organizational capital within HRSS.

Edvinsson and Malone (1997) argue that human capital only creates value if employees can rely on organizational capital that supports them to create value. For example, as a precondition for the effective running of an HRSS, it should have in place proper processes (Farndale et al., 2009; Redman et al., 2007; Ulrich, 1995). This implies that the human capital of service employees only creates value if service employees are supported by proper processes. Hansen et al. (1999) demonstrated that service employees couple their human capital with codified knowledge in protocols and databases. In the case of HRSS, service employees have to make use of databases that house information on end-users to inform end-users (Cooke, 2006; Farndale et al., 2009). We expect that the human capital of these service employees do not create value if these databases are not in place or house irrelevant information. Therefore, we expect that organizational capital mediates the relationship between human capital and value creation. In combination with the direct relationship between human capital and value creation (Brockbank & Ulrich, 2002; Yang & Lin, 2009), we propose the following:

**Proposition 1:** The human capital within HRSS is directly related with value creation and this relationship is also mediated by the organizational capital within HRSS.

The acquirement and assimilation of knowledge from social ties is a function of the knowledge that is currently held by individuals or organizations (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Lane & Lubatkin, 1998). Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) argue that shared knowledge facilitates the exchange of knowledge, which implies that the human capital of service employees partially affects knowledge exchange. Also, employees within HRSS should have knowledge and knowing capabilities in the field of communication to elicit knowledge from social relationships. As previous research demonstrated, high levels of human capital result in high levels of social capital (Cabrita & Bontis, 2008; Yang & Lin, 2009). Therefore, the human capital within HRSS is expected to be related with social capital of HRSS. Previous
research also revealed that social capital affects the performance of service organizations (Cabrita & Bontis, 2008; Yang & Lin, 2009; Youndt et al., 2004). For instance, Tuli et al. (2007) demonstrated that service employees effectively solve end-user problems when service employees and end-users share knowledge about end-user requirements. Hansen et al. (1999) demonstrated that consultants share knowledge about past projects to provide services more effectively, whereas services employees within HRSS are expected to share experiences and knowledge among one another in order increase performance (Ulrich, 1995). These findings suggest that the human capital within HRSS indirectly creates value through the social capital within HRSS.

Opposing, a direct relationship between human capital and value creation implies that employees create value as individuals. Yet individual service employees mostly create value if their human capital is coupled with those of other service employees (Hansen et al. 1999). As Boxall (1996) argues, the potential value of human capital can be realized by creating a human process advantage which refers to co-operation and bringing about an interplay between knowledge and knowing capabilities of individuals. To facilitate this, the human capital of service employees should be mobilized through social relationships (Boxall, 1996). Given these findings, we suggest that the internal social capital of HRSS mediates the relationship between the human capital within HRSS and value creation.

Given that services are jointly produced by services providers and end-users, both parties need to exchange information and knowledge (Bowen & Ford, 2002) and therefore, the effectiveness of HRSS dependent on the relationship with end-users (Farndale et al., 2009; Redman et al., 2007). Concerning service employees, their inputs are considered to be their human capital. Yet end-users also need to share information about e.g. their needs or requirements to enable an effective delivery of a service (Bowen & Ford, 2002; Tuli et al., 2007). Therefore, the human capital of HRSS creates value if it is combined with knowledge and information retrieved from end-users. As this requires the mobilization of knowledge resources between service employees and end-users, we argue that the relationship between human capital and value creation is also mediated by external social capital. In combination with the direct relationship between human capital and value creation (Brockbank & Ulrich, 2002; Yang & Lin, 2009), we propose the following:

Proposition 2: The human capital within HRSS is directly related with value creation and this relationship is also mediated by the internal and external social capital of HRSS.

Bollen et al. (2005) demonstrated that higher levels of external social capital result in higher levels of organizational capital. This can be explained as end-user feedback and requirements
are used to improve the processes and protocols that enable the delivery of services (Bollen et al., 2005). Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998) suggest that social capital affects the creation of new forms of organizational knowledge (i.e. organizational capital) as employees share, pool and integrate their knowledge. Also, employees exchange and combine knowledge in order to improve or develop processes and protocols (Newell et al., 2004) and high levels of internal and external social capital result in high levels of organizational capital (Yang & Lin, 2009). Given this, we expect that the social capital of HRSS is positively related with the organizational capital within HRSS.

Proposition 3: The internal and external social capital within HRSS is directly and positively related with the organizational capital within HRSS.

The Contingent Effect of Service Segmentation

The strength of the relationship between human capital and value creation, as well as the mediating effects of organizational and social capital are expected to differ as a result of service segmentation in HRSS as service segmentation has an influence on the relationships between intellectual capital categories and value creation (Reed et al., 2006; K. Walsh et al., 2008). For instance, the influence of organizational capital on performance is the stronger when standardized services are offered, whereas human capital has a stronger influence on performance in the case of customized services (Reed et al., 2006; K. Walsh et al., 2008).

Several authors (Lengnick-Hall, 1996; Skaggs & Youndt, 2004) argue that high levels of end-user contact and customization, and low levels of co-production force service organizations to rely on their human capital. This is expected as these characteristics results in high levels of uncertainty which inserted in the service production process. As a result of customization, service organizations are more open to demand variability when they try to meet specific end-users needs. In turn, higher levels of demand variability result in higher levels of uncertainty (Tansik, 1990). High levels of end-user contact are associated with higher levels of uncertainty as well, because end-users have the opportunity to intervene in the service production process (Mills & Morris, 1986; Tansik, 1990). When levels of co-production are low, service organizations increase the range of options end-users can choose from which results in high levels of uncertainty (Mills & Morris, 1986). High levels of uncertainty need to be coupled with high levels of human capital in order to deal with uncertainty. Opposing, low levels of end-user contact and customization, and high levels of co-production results in low levels of uncertainty which are inserted in the service production process (Lengnick-Hall, 1996; Mills & Turk, 1986; Tansik, 1990). Therefore, service employees are expected to need
a limited set of knowledge and knowing capabilities to deal with uncertainty as high levels of human capital are considered superfluous and do not necessarily result in higher levels of value (Skaggs & Youndt, 2004).

As transformational offer customized services and grant high levels of end-user contact and low levels of co-production, they experience higher levels of uncertainty compared with transactional HRSS. Therefore, we expect that human capital has a stronger influence on value creation in the case of transformational HRSS.

**Proposition 4:** The direct effect of human capital within HRSS on value creation is stronger when HRSS offer transformational HR services.

Low levels of customization and high levels of co-production cause end-user inquiries to be relatively standard (Tansik, 1990) and as a result, service organizations are expect to strongly rely on their organizational capital (Batt, 2000; Hansen et al., 1999). Hansen et al. (1999) observed that service firms which deal with standardized inquiries mainly rely on codified knowledge and knowing capabilities (i.e. organizational capital). The same is the case in transactional HRSS where service employees are mainly trained to quickly trace knowledge that is stored within databases and HR information systems (Cooke, 2006). Also, transactional HRSS rely on HR portals that house knowledge which is embedded online documents. In this case the reuse of codified knowledge is highly desirable as service employees are repeatedly confronted with similar problems in the course of time (Hansen et al., 1999). Transformational HRSS experience higher levels of demand variability due to low levels of co-production and high levels of customization (Skaggs & Youndt, 2004). As standardized processes and codified knowledge limitedly enable service employees to respond to demand variability (Bowen & Ford, 2002), reuse of codified knowledge is less effective in the case of transformational HRSS. For instance, Batt (2000) observed that only 6.2% of service employees that provide customized services rely on protocols in contrast to 52.9% of services employees that provide standardized services. Finally, the influence of organizational capital on performance is the strongest when demand variability is low (K. Walsh et al., 2008). Therefore, we expect that organizational capital has a stronger mediation effect on the relationship between human capital and value creation in the case of transactional HRSS as they experience low levels of demand variability.

**Proposition 5:** The mediating effect of organizational capital within HRSS on the relationship between the human capital within HRSS and value creation of HRSS is stronger when HRSS offer transactional HR services.
Increases in uncertainty requires end-users and service employees to increasingly exchange information or knowledge to reduce uncertainty (Bowen & Ford, 2002). This implies that external social capital is more critical for transformational HRSS as they experience high levels of uncertainty. Yet high levels of knowledge exchange potentially result in high levels of uncertainty as end-users insert variability in service production processes (Mills & Morris, 1986; Tansik, 1990). Therefore, transactional HRSS are expected to keep levels of external social capital as low as possible to ensure that levels of uncertainty remain low.

Hansen et al. (1999) demonstrated that service firms mainly invest in face-to-face knowledge exchange among service employees when customized services offered as the human capital of service employees in isolation is not sufficient to deliver these services. Therefore, the human capital of individual service employees needs to be coupled, which requires internal knowledge exchange (Hansen et al., 1999). Also, service employees need to exchange tacit knowledge as customized services are offered (Hansen et al. 1999). The exchange of tacit knowledge is primarily facilitated by means of social relationships (De Jong, De Ruyter, & Lemmink, 2004; Hansen et al., 1999). Therefore, we expect that it is essential for transformational HRSS to couple their internal social capital and human capital to create value. Service firms do not heavily invest in both organizational and internal social capital to facilitate knowledge exchange, because investing in both is too costly (Hansen et al. 1999). As transactional HRSS already heavily rely on organizational capital, we expect that transactional HRSS do not heavily invest and rely on internal social capital as well. Therefore, we expect that internal and external social capital has a stronger mediation effect on the relationship between human capital and value creation in the case of transactional HRSS.

Proposition 6: The mediating effect of social capital of HRSS on the relationship between the human capital within HRSS and value creation of HRSS is stronger when HRSS offer transformational HR services.

Discussion

In this paper, we have built on the theory of intellectual capital to develop a model that conceptualizes HRSS value creation as perceived by end-users (employees, line managers and HR professionals). The need for this conceptual model was reflected in the fact that previous research did not conceptually explore or empirically demonstrate how HRSS value is created.

We started from the premise that organizations centrally bundle intellectual capital within a single (semi)autonomous organizational unit — called HRSS — and leverage this intellectual
capital to deliver HR services. Combined with the fact that the features of these HR services are partially determined by the clients (business units) of HRSS, HRSS are believed to reap the benefits of both centralization and decentralization, while minimizing the drawbacks of both. As a result, HRSS are believed to realize increases in both efficiency and effectiveness in HR service delivery.

We have argued that intellectual capital plays a central role in the creation of HRSS value. As argued by others and demonstrated by empirical findings, intellectual capital — here defined as the aggregate of knowledge and knowing capabilities that an organization is able to leverage with the aim of creating value — is strategically valuable for service organizations and affects their performance (Kong, 2008; Reed et al., 2006; K. Walsh et al., 2008). Moreover, the most critical HR resource that is bundled within HRSS is believed to be its knowledge and knowing capabilities (Farndale et al., 2009; Ulrich, 1995). As a result, HRSS are expected to leverage their intellectual capital configuration — comprising interrelations among human, organizational and social capital — to create HRSS value. This lead us to propose that human capital both directly related with value creation and indirectly as the human capital – value creation relationship is mediated by organizational and social capital of HRSS.

We also suggested that the relative influence of human, organizational and social capital is not the same for all HRSS as they offer either transactional and transformational HR services (Farndale et al., 2009; Ulrich, 1995). The direct relationship between human capital and value creation, and the mediating effect of social capital is stronger in the case of transformational HRSS, whereas the mediating effect of organizational capital is stronger when transactional HR services are offered. Therefore, service segmentation is considered to moderate the relationship between the IC configuration of HRSS and value creation by HRSS.

As our conceptual model explains how HRSS employ their IC configuration in order to create value for its end-users, it opens the way for a future empirical investigation of HRSS value creation. However, we acknowledge that this paper does not present a description of HRSS value as perceived by end-users. Based on the literature on service management, HRM and intellectual capital, we only described how intellectual capital might create HRSS value by adopting dependent variables that act as surrogates for HRSS value (e.g. service quality or HR performance / effectiveness). Yet relatively little is known about how end-users actually perceive HRSS value. Therefore, further research should be conducted to explore how end-users perceive the value of HRSS. In turn, this should offer the opportunity to investigate empirically how intellectual capital affects HRSS value creation.

Moreover, although the various elements of HRSS human capital have been explored in this paper, we have remained silent on how these elements in particular affect HRSS value creation in the specific cases of transactional and transformational HRSS. In this paper, we
suggested that human capital elements are equally valuable. Yet the findings of Ulrich et al. (2008a) suggest that transactional and transformational HRSS rely on different human capital elements to create value. For instance, the relative influence of the human capital elements of *HR delivery* and *HR technology* on the performance of services providers is stronger in the case of transactional HRSS, whereas the relative influence of *strategic contribution* on the performance of services providers is stronger in the case of transformational HRSS (Ulrich et al., 2008a). Given the findings of Ulrich et al. (2008a), we conclude that future research should examine which human capital elements explain the creation of HRSS value within both transactional and transformational HRSS.

In conclusion, we establish that our conceptual framework gives improved insight into the creation of HRSS value. Yet the concept of *HRSS value creation* is not yet fully clear. This suggests a need for a future empirical investigation that reveals end-users’ perceptions of HRSS value. Furthermore, further research should be conducted into the relative impact of the human capital elements when HRSS offer either transactional or transformational HR services.
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